A limited-memory influence diagram (LIMID) generalizes a traditional influence diagram by relaxing the assumptions of regularity and noforgetting, allowing a wider range of decision problems to be modeled. Algorithms for solving traditional influence diagrams are not easily generalized to solve LIMIDs, however, and only recently have exact algorithms for solving LIMIDs been developed. In this paper, we introduce an exact algorithm for solving LIMIDs that is based on branch-and-bound search. Our approach is related to the approach of solving an influence diagram by converting it to an equivalent decision tree, with the difference that the LIMID is converted to a much smaller decision graph that can be searched more efficiently.
Introduction
An influence diagram (ID) is a compact graphical model of a decision problem under uncertainty [5] . In its traditional form, an ID satisfies the assumptions of regularity and no forgetting, which means that decisions are temporally ordered and each decision is conditioned on all relevant previous observations and decisions. Lauritzen and Nilsson [8] introduced a more general model, called a limited-memory influence diagram (LIMID), that allows the regularity and no-forgetting assumptions to be relaxed in order to model a wider range of decision problems. In particular, relaxing the regularity assumption allows modeling of cooperative multi-agent decision problems where one agent is not aware of some or all decisions of another agent. (Note that Howard and Matheson [5] call the regularity assumption the single decision maker condition.) Relaxing the noforgetting assumption allows a decision to be conditioned on a limited number of relevant previous observations and decisions, allowing tradeoffs between the quality of a decision strategy and the complexity of finding it.
Algorithms for solving traditional IDs, such as the join tree algorithm [6] , make use of the regularity and no-forgetting assumptions. Thus they cannot be easily generalized to solve LIMIDs. The first algorithm developed to solve LIMIDs, due to Nilsson and Lauritzen [14] , is an iterative solution procedure, called single policy updating, that only finds an exact solution under very limited conditions on the structure of the ID; in general, it converges to a locallyoptimal solution. The first exact and general algorithm for solving LIMIDs, developed by de Campos and Ji [1] , reformulates a LIMID as a credal network inference problem that can be solved by mixed integer programming. Maua and de Campos [11, 10] recently developed a more efficient exact algorithm for solving LIMIDs based on variable elimination, called multiple policy updating.
In this paper, we introduce another exact algorithm for solving LIMIDs. Our approach builds on the work of Yuan et al. [24] , who describe a branch-and-bound search algorithm for solving a traditional ID and show that it can outperform other approaches to solving IDs for multistage decision problems. We adopt the same branch-andbound approach, but with some important differences. The branch-and-bound algorithm for solving a traditional ID is a tree-search algorithm in which each path through the decision tree represents perfect memory of a particular history of decisions and observations, in keeping with the noforgetting assumption of a traditional ID. By contrast, our branch-and-bound algorithm for solving LIMIDs searches in a much smaller search graph in which different paths to the same node of the graph represent different histories where the differences are not "remembered." By collapsing the search tree into a smaller search graph in which fewer histories are distinguished, the branch-and-bound approach can solve the optimization problem for LIMIDs much more efficiently. That is, the new graph-search techniques we introduce leverage the opportunities for faster strategy computation provided by the LIMID model. We also develop new techniques for probabilistic inference and bounds computation in the search graph that further enhance this approach to solving LIMIDs. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.
Background
We begin with a review of limited-memory influence diagrams and previous work on solving influence diagrams using branch-and-bound search.
Influence diagrams
An influence diagram (ID) represents a decision problem by a directed acyclic graph with three types of nodes: chance nodes, decision nodes, and utility nodes. The chance nodes represent random variables, X = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, where each random variable X i ∈ X has an associated domain of possible values, dom(X i ). The decision nodes represent decision variables, D = {D 1 , . . . , D m }, where each decision variable D i ∈ D has an associated domain of possible values, dom(D i ), called actions. For both random variables and decision variables, all domains are assumed to be non-empty and finite. The utility nodes represent (local) utility functions, U = {U 1 , . . . , U l }, that express a decision maker's preferences. By convention, an ID shows chance nodes as circles, decision nodes as squares, and utility nodes as diamonds.
The edges of the graph characterize dependencies among nodes and have a different meaning depending on their destination. Incoming edges to a chance node indicate probabilistic dependence. As in a Bayesian network, each random variable X i ∈ X has an associated conditional probability table P (X i |π(X i )), where π(X i ) denotes the set of parent variables of X i and dom(π(X i )) denotes the set of possible instantiations (or states) of the parent variables. Incoming edges into decision nodes are informational, and the parent variables π(D i ) of a decision variable D i ∈ D, called the information variables of the decision, are the variables whose values are known to the decision maker at the time the decision is made. An instantiation of the information variables is called an information state, and dom(π(D i )) denotes the set of all information states for the decision variable D i . Incoming edges into utility nodes indicate functional dependence, and a utility function U i : Ω π(Ui) → maps each state of the parent variables π(U i ) to a utility value that represents the preference of the decision maker. It is assumed that utility nodes do not have children and the joint utility function U is additively decomposable such that U = Ui∈U U i .
An ID is solved by finding a strategy that maximizes expected utility. A strategy s = {δ Di |D i ∈ D} is a set of policies, one for each decision variable, where a policy δ Di : dom(π(D i ) → dom(D i ) is a mapping from the information states of a decision variable to the possible actions for that decision variable. A strategy s induces a joint probability distribution P s over X ∪ D, as follows,
where
The expected utility of a strategy s is defined as
where c ∈ (X ∪ D) denotes a particular configuration (or instantiation) of the variables of the ID. A strategy s * is optimal if EU (s * ) ≥ EU (s) for all strategies s.
For an ID that satisfies the regularity assumption, the decision variables are temporally ordered. Suppose there are n decision variables D 1 , D 2 , ..., D n . The decision variables partition the random variables in X into a collection of disjoint sets I 0 , I 1 , ..., I n . For each k, where 0 < k < n, I k is the set of random variables that must be observed between D k and D k+1 . I 0 is the set of initial evidence variables that must be observed before D 1 . I n is the set of variables left unobserved when decision D n is made. Therefore, a partial order ≺ is defined on the ID over X ∪ D, as follows:
When the no-forgetting assumption is satisfied, all information variables of earlier decisions are also information variables of later decisions. We call these past information variables the history, and, for convenience, we assume that there are explicit edges (called information arcs) from history information variables to decision variables. As the number of variables in the history grows, however, the domain of the policy for each decision variable increases exponentially. Methods for structural analysis of relevance have been developed that can distinguish requisite observations from those that are irrelevant, and remove information arcs that are not necessary for computation of the optimal strategy [21, 13, 8] . This preprocessing step can be performed prior to any numerical evaluation of the LIMID.
Even if information arcs from irrelevant variables are removed and only relevant information variables are considered for each decision, the domain of the policy for a decision variable may grow exponentially in the number of relevant information variables in the history. Limitedmemory influence diagrams [8] address this problem by allowing information arcs from relevant variables to be removed. When an information variable for an earlier decision is not an information variable for a later decision, it means the no-forgetting assumption is violated. If there is not an information arc from an earlier decision variable to a later decision variable, it means the regularity assumption is violated. We use the following example to illustrate the properties of a LIMID. 
Example
Consider a maze navigation problem that can be modeled as an ID [4, 14, 24] . In the maze shown in Figure 1 , white cells represent spaces where navigation is possible, and shaded cells represent walls. A robot is initially placed in one of the white cells and its objective is to reach the goal state marked by a star. At each stage, the robot can choose to move to any one of its neighboring cells, or it can stay in its current location. The effect of the robot's attempts to move are stochastic. It moves to the intended neighboring cell with a probability of 0.89 and fails to move with probability 0.089. The probability of sideways movement is 0.01 in each of two possible directions, and the probability of backward movement is 0.001. A move towards a wall has a probability of zero to succeed, and the remaining non-zero probabilities are normalized. The robot's sensors provide incomplete information about the robot's location. They detect neighboring walls, but since more than one location can share the same configuration of neighboring walls, observations do not unambiguously identify the current location. The expected utility received by the robot corresponds to the probability of successfully reaching the goal state by the final stage of the problem. If the robot is in the goal state at the final stage, it receives a utility value of 1; otherwise, it receives a value of 0.
The ID shown in Figure 2 Figure 2 (a) is a traditional ID that satisfies the regularity and no-forgetting assumptions. Figure 2 (b) shows a LIMID for which the no-forgetting assumption is not satisfied. In this case, a decision is conditioned on all past decisions as well as the present states of the information variables when the decision is made, but not on the information variables for any previous stages. In other words, the robot makes decisions based on its current sensor readings only, without considering any previous sensor readings. Although the IDs shown in Figure 2 represent two-stage decision problems, they are easily extended for any finite number of stages.
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Branch-and-bound solution method
Several exact methods have been developed to solve IDs that satisfy the regularity and no-forgetting assumptions. IDs were first solved by converting them to a decision tree [5] . Subsequently, methods were developed that solve an ID directly [19] , or by converting it to some other graphical form, such as a junction tree [20, 6] . For an ID that has been converted to a decision tree, the traditional solution method is the "average-out and fold-back" algorithm [17] . However, improved performance can be achieved using a search algorithm that traverses the decision tree beginning from the root and prunes branches with zero probability [16, 9] . The performance of this approach can be improved further by using bounds to prune the tree, and the results of this paper build on our earlier work on solving IDs using depth-first branch-and-bound search [24] . In this approach, the decision tree corresponds to an AND/OR search tree in which AND nodes correspond to information variables (i.e., chance nodes that have informational arcs into a decision node), OR nodes correspond to decision nodes, and leaf nodes correspond to utility nodes. A path from the root of the search tree to a leaf node corresponds to an instantiation of the information and decision variables of the ID. When traversed by a depth-first search algorithm, the tree is generated "on the fly" and only part of the AND/OR tree needs to be in memory at any one time.
Two issues must be addressed to develop an effective branch-and-bound algorithm. We need bounds to prune the search tree and we need an efficient method for computing posterior probabilities. As we discuss next, our approach to both issues involves construction of a secondary ID we call a relaxed influence diagram.
x_0 (0) y_0 (1) ns_0 (2) es_0 (3) ss_0 (4) ws_0 (5) d_0 (6) x_1 (7) y_1 (8) ns_1 (9) es_1 (10) ss_1 (11) ws_1 (12) d_1 (13) x_2 (14) y_2 ( Bounds computation We need bounds on the values of OR nodes in order to prune the AND/OR search tree. Assuming that we are maximizing expected utility, the best value computed so far for any branch of an OR node (i..e, for any action) serves as a lower bound on the optimal value of the OR node. To compute upper bounds, we adopt an approach proposed by Nilsson and Höhle [14] . In this approach, upper bounds are computed by solving a secondary ID that is usually much easier to solve, which we call a relaxed ID. The relaxed ID is created by adding information variables to the original ID that provide the decision maker with additional information (ensuring that the solution of the relaxed ID is an upper bound on the solution of the original ID), while allowing the ID to be simplified by removing non-requisite arcs (ensuring that it is much easier to solve than the original ID). Recall that an information arc is non-requisite [8, 13] for a decision node D if
where d(D) and π(D) are the descendants and parents of D, respectively, and ⊥ denotes conditional independence. A reduction of an ID is obtained by deleting all non-requisite information arcs [14] . Ideally, we want to add information variables that make some or all of the information arcs for each decision node non-requisite, and also make the ID easier to solve. The optimal policy for a decision variable, D j , depends on a set of information variables, N j , or else it is history-independent. This set N j can be described as the current state of the decision problem, such that if the decision maker is informed of this state, it does not need to know of any past history to find an optimal policy; in this respect, it fulfills the Markov property and can be said to provide perfect information. N j is called a sufficient information set (SIS) of D j [24] .
Thus the relaxed ID is created in two steps. First, the SIS for each decision is computed in reverse time order, D n , ..., D 1 , making each SIS the information variables for its corresponding decision variable. Second, non-requisite arcs are removed from the ID. Consider the LIMID in Incremental join tree evaluation The join tree algorithm, an efficient method for probabilistic inference in a Bayesian network, also provides an efficient method for solving an ID [6] . For optimization problems that can be solved by depth-first branch-and-bound search, Yuan and Hansen [23] describe an incremental version of the join tree algorithm. First developed for a branch-and-bound algorithm for solving the MAP problem, it is used in the branchand-bound algorithm for solving traditional IDs [24] , and we will use it to extend the branch-and-bound approach to LIMIDs. It assumes a static ordering of the variables to be instantiated, and leverages the observation that when only one new variable is instantiated at a time during forward traversal of a branch of a search tree, it is only necessary to perform message passing once along this path in the join tree, broken into separate steps for each instantiating variable. To allow efficient backtracking, the clique and separator potentials of the join tree that are changed during forward traversal are cached in the order that they are changed. During backtracking, the cached potentials can be used to efficiently restore the join tree to its previous state.
A strong join tree constructed from the relaxed ID is used to compute both probabilities and upper bounds for the AND and OR nodes in the search graph. Figure 4 shows a strong join tree for the relaxed ID of Figure 3 . We select an order of variable elimination from the join tree that is an extension of the elimination ordering of the ID. Note that one of the partial orders for the LIMID shown in Figure 2 (b) is
Any order of variable expansion for the join tree that satisfies the constraints in Equation 7 can be used for incremental join tree evaluation. The order suggests which variable to expand/instantiate next. For example, after ns 0 is expanded, the only message that needs to be sent to obtain P (es 0 |ns 0 ) is the message from clique (0, 1, 2) to (0, 1, 3). If the following order for the maze problem is selected ns 0 , es 0 , ss 0 , ws 0 , d 0 , ns 1 , es 1 , ss 1 , ws 1 , d 1 , x 0 , y 0 ,
then an incremental message-passing scheme can be used in the direction of the dashed arc in Figure 4 in one downward pass of the depth-first search to compute probabilities and upper bounds.
We next describe how to formulate the problem of solving a LIMID as an AND/OR graph search problem. There are two main differences between the depth-first-branch-andbound (DFBnB) algorithm for solving LIMIDs that we develop in the rest of the paper, and the DFBnB algorithm for solving traditional IDs. The first difference is that a LIMID is solved by searching in an AND/OR graph instead of an AND/OR tree. Since a decision maker with limited memory is not able to distinguish all histories, the search space for solving a LIMID is a graph in which different paths that represent different histories can lead to the same OR node because the differences between the histories are not remembered. A second difference is that the messagepassing scheme used by the incremental join tree algorithm to compute bounds and probabilities requires some revisions for search in an AND/OR graph instead of an AND/OR tree. We discuss the first difference in Section 3.1 and the second in Section 3.2.
First we review some basic concepts about the AND/OR search space for the decision problem represented by an ID. Recall that AND nodes represent random variables and OR nodes represent decision variables. Any arc emitting from an AND node has a probability attached to it; the sum of all the probabilities associated with the arcs of an AND node is 1.0. Each arc emitting from an OR node represents a decision alternative. The leaf nodes of the search graph have utility values attached to them that are derived from the utility nodes of the ID. The valuation function for each node is defined as follows: (a) for a leaf node, the value is its utility value, (b) for an AND node, the value is computed by multiplying the probability associated with each outgoing arc by the utility value of the corresponding child node and then summing these values, and (c) for an OR node, the value is the maximum of the utility values of the child nodes. We use this valuation function to determine the optimal strategy for an ID. We represent a strategy for an ID as a strategy graph, which is a subgraph of an AND/OR graph that is defined as follows: (a) it consists of the root of the AND/OR graph; (b) if a non-terminal AND node is in the strategy graph, all its children are in the strategy graph; and (c) if a non-terminal OR node is in the strategy graph, exactly one of its children is in the strategy graph. Given an AND/OR graph that represents all possible histories and strategies for an ID, the decision problem is solved by finding a strategy graph with the maximum value at the root, where the value of the strategy graph is computed based on the valuation function.
The optimal strategy for an ID can always be found by searching in an AND/OR tree. But the tree representation of the problem is inefficient if it contains many repeated subtrees that represent the same subproblem. For a LIMID, the number of repeated subtrees will be much greater than for a traditional ID because many different histories will lead to the same subproblem in which a decision must be made based on limited information that represents only part of the history. In the following, we describe how to convert an AND/OR tree representation of the decision problem for a LIMID into an equivalent AND/OR graph by merging OR nodes that are generated from different histories but represent the same subproblem.
In our approach, we (slightly) limit the class of LIMIDs we consider by assuming the following: if a decision maker is aware of the value of an information variable and then "forgets" it, it cannot recall the forgotten information later on. We call this assumption the no-recalling-forgotteninformation rule. It is difficult to imagine any realistic decision problem that violates this assumption. But we make the assumption explicit because the LIMID model does not rule out such cases. The assumption simplifies our approach to recognizing and merging equivalent OR nodes.
We also modify the usual definition of an AND/OR graph by introducing a special kind of AND node that allows multiple decisions to be considered in parallel if they represent scenarios that are conditionally independent given that some variables have already been observed. We call this new kind of node a special AND (SAND) node. We discuss SAND nodes further in Section 3.1.3.
Context-based merging of OR nodes
To construct an AND/OR graph instead of an AND/OR tree for solving LIMIDs, the main idea is to merge multiple OR nodes (i.e., decision nodes) that represent the same decision scenario into a single OR node. Our approach uses the concept of the context of an OR node. The context of an OR node is defined as the joint state of the information variables remembered by the current decision variable along with the states of previously observed decisions that will influence the descendant utilities of this decision. More formally, the context of an OR node is a set
, where S Ii−1 , S Di−1 , and S D u(i−1) , respectively are the sets of states of the random and decision variables remembered by D i , and the set of states of the previously expanded decision variables that will influence the descendent utilities of D i .
For example, Figure 5 shows a partial AND/OR graph for the LIMID in Figure 2 . Note that the AND/OR graph is condensed for ease of illustration as the individual random variables for the sensors are grouped together into one AND layer. In our actual AND/OR graph, they correspond to multiple AND layers. The context of the bottom-right OR node in the Figure is {1, 1, 1, 1, 0} , where {1, 1, 1, 1} is the set of present information states, and {0} is the last action taken. The previous sensor readings are totally forgotten. That is why the two paths starting from the root converge to this OR node.
In our context-based approach to merging OR nodes, we distinguish three cases; sequential decisions, cooperative decisions, and conditionally-independent decisions. We explain the differences below. Figure 5 . Contexts are rather straightforward for sequential decisions given the no-recalling-forgotten-information assumption. Without this assumption, much more complex book-keeping would be needed to keep track of contexts during the search.
Note that in Figure 5 , the AND nodes contain multiple random variables to simplify the picture. In the AND/OR search graph created by our implementation, each random variable is represented by a separate AND node, and they are expanded one at a time by the search algorithm. We next consider the case where multiple, simultaneous decisions need to be considered to evaluate a value function. We call this case a cooperative decision because the decision makers need to cooperate to select the combination of actions that results in an optimal utility for every possible decision scenario. Unlike the sequential decision scenario, there exists no obvious elimination ordering between decision pairs in this case. Figure 6 shows an example of a cooperative decision pair. In this example, if d 2 is realized after d 1 in the elimination order during the generation of the AND/OR graph, then d 1 needs to be included in d 2 's context. The AND/OR graph for this LIMID is also shown in Figure 6 . Note that all the OR nodes in this graph are unique.
Cooperative decisions

Conditionally-independent decisions
It is possible that multiple decisions can be expanded in parallel given that some variables have been realized. An example is shown in Figure 7 . In this example, the sets of decisions {D 1 }, and {D 2 } can be expanded in parallel given that the set of variables(s), {a}, has been observed. We call this situation a conditionally-independent decision scenario (CIDS). A CIDS can be determined from the LIMID itself or the strong join tree of the LIMID [7, 21] . To solve a LIMID that includes a CIDS, we introduce a new type of node in the AND/OR graph, called a special AND or SAND node. When it is realized that multiple decisions can be made in parallel after some nodes in the search graph have been expanded, a SAND node is introduced (in the search graph). A SAND node is different from a regular AND node in two ways: the total number of children for a SAND node is the number of sets of decisions that can be expanded in parallel, and the weight attached to each arc is 1.0. Unlike the regular AND/OR graph search where the rest of the unexpanded nodes are considered for expansion once a node (AND or OR) is expanded for each branch of the AND node, each branch of the SAND node will expand a subset of unexplored nodes for a LIMID with CIDS(s). These subsets are determined by the elimination order of decisions presented by the join tree: each subset will contain the set of decisions and their respective information variables that need to be expanded in sequence in the future. For example, for the LIMID shown in Figure 7 , once variable a is expanded, a SAND node, denoted SAN D 1 , will be expanded. This node will have two branches -in one branch the set of decision(s), {D 1 }, will be expanded; the set {D 2 } will be expanded in the other branch, as illustrated in Figure 7 .
Implementation
So far, we have given rules for merging OR nodes but have not discussed their implementation. For each OR node in the graph, we store both its context and utility value (once it is calculated). When an OR node is ready to be generated, its context is calculated and then checked against the contexts of existing OR nodes (which we store in a hash table, described below). If a previously-generated OR node has the same context, the new OR node is not generated. Instead, the existing OR node receives an additional arc from the parent of the new OR node.
For duplicate checking, all generated OR nodes are stored in a hash table indexed by their context. (In cases in which we can decompose the decision problem into well-defined stages, there can be a separate hash table for each stage of the problem.) In our implementation, the context is represented by a string that contains the states of the variables of that decision's context, concatenated by commas. As the search progresses, the context string for each decision node can grow and potentially slow the duplication detection process.
Discussion
The concept of solving an ID by searching in an AND/OR graph, instead of an AND/OR tree, is not new. In the literature on IDs, the process of converting a decision tree to an equivalent graph in which identical subtrees are merged is referred to as coalescence [15, 22] . Automating coalescence in the decision tree framework is considered difficult and computationally expensive, however, and solutions are sometimes hand-crafted. A context-based approach to merging OR nodes has been proposed before, for probabilistic inference in Bayesian networks [2] and solving an ID [9] . The primary difference between our approach and previous work is that our approach applies to LIMIDs.
Note that our approach to context-based merging does not necessarily produce the most concise AND/OR graph. A more concise graph could be found by directly comparing probability distributions to detect duplicate OR nodes. We define R Di as the set of variables that is considered for expansion once the information variables,
Once the information variable set, I i−1 , is expanded, the probability distribution of R Di given D i 's context, P (R Di |C Di ), could be used to detect duplicate decision scenarios. If multiple decision scenarios share the same distribution then these OR nodes can be collapsed into a single OR node, since they share a subgraph [22] . Although comparing probability distributions in order to merge nodes could generate a more compact AND/OR search graph, it is computationally expensive, and an approach that relies on context-based merging appears to be more practical.
Incremental probabilities and bounds
We next consider how to modify the incremental join tree algorithm to compute the probabilities and bounds needed by the AND/OR graph search algorithm for solving LIMIDs. Consider the LIMID shown in Figure 2 .2(b) as an example, and the relaxed LIMID of Figure 4 . We can use the join tree of the relaxed LIMID to compute both the probabilities and bounds needed for the AND/OR graph search. (We can use it to compute probabilities for the AND nodes of the search graph because the same set of actions transforms both the original LIMID and the relaxed LIMID into the same Bayesian network. Adding information arcs to create a relaxed ID only changes the expected utility of the network.) Note that the join tree does not have a clique that contains all four variables; they are in different cliques. Thus we consider the expansion of these variables one by one, generating an AND/OR graph with four layers of AND nodes followed by a layer of OR nodes, as shown in Figure 5 .
The AND/OR search graph is generated on-the-fly during the branch-and-bound search. To make this process efficient, we follow the elimination order given by Equation 8 to generate the nodes of the search graph and calculate probabilities. The probabilities for the AND nodes corresponding to variables {ns 0 , es 0 , ss 0 , ws 0 } can be calculated by sending messages in the following order of cliques: (0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 3), (0, 1, 4), and (0, 1, 5). Given limited memory, however, calculation of probabilities for the information variables of the next decision needs to be modified.
When a decision stage is considered for expansion, we consider whether the decision variable, D i , recalls anything from the past. If it does, then the cliques hosting these recalled variables along with the clique, clq 0 , that hosts the first information variable for D i are identified. Then we devise a message-passing scheme that sets evidence for the cliques of the recalled variables and passes messages towards the clique, clq 0 . To perform these message propagations, we use a set of temporary potentials, one assigned for each clique and separator, which are initialized to the clique potentials obtained from the initial collection and distribution process of the join tree at the beginning of this process. For our example, when the first information variable, ns 1 , for d 1 is about to be expanded, we set evidence to the clique (0, 1, 6, 7, 8) with the current state of d 0 , and pass in the direction of the clique (7, 8, 9) . Once the clique (7, 8, 9) receives this message, it sets its current potential to this newly obtained potential. The rest of the information variable expansion process follows the incremental join tree evaluation method proposed in [24] . When backtracking from a decision, we backtrack to the clique hosting the last information variable expanded for the previous expanded decision. The space requirement for our join tree evaluation approach is O(N ) if N is the space required for the evaluation approach proposed in [24] .
After the AND nodes of {ns 0 , es 0 , ss 0 , ws 0 } are generated for this example, we need to generate the OR node d 0 and corresponding upper bounds. The subset of information variables for a decision d i is used to compute the upper bound for d i . In our example, we do not need to set the states of {ns 0 , es 0 , ss 0 , ws 0 } as evidence during the computation of expected utility values for d 0 because the states of the information variables for d 0 are not remembered for future decisions. In summary, the basic idea for handling information forgetting in a LIMID is to only send a message to a future decision for calculating probabilities and utility values if the message contains information variables that are remembered by the future decision.
Optimality of the algorithm
It is not difficult to prove that our AND/OR graph search algorithm finds an optimal strategy. If we do not merge OR nodes, we have an AND/OR tree, and so we first show that the strategy found by an AND/OR tree search is optimal.
Lemma 1 A DFBnB AND/OR tree search algorithm finds an optimal strategy for a LIMID.
Proof: Since all the possible policies for each decision node are examined by the search, it must converge to an optimal strategy once the search ends. 2
We then argue that merging OR nodes preserves optimality.
Theorem 1 A DFBnB AND/OR graph search algorithm finds an optimal strategy for a LIMID.
Proof: Since the subgraphs below any OR nodes that represent the same decision scenario are identical and have the same utility, merging the OR nodes preserves optimality. 2
Experimental evaluation
We tested the performance of our algorithm in solving the maze problem described in Section 2.2, as well as a classic finite-horizon DEC-POMDP, and several randomlygenerated LIMIDs. Experiments were performed on a Windows PC with a Pentium i3 processor and 3GB of RAM. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show all results in the same format. The column labeled "(d, c, u)" gives the number of decision nodes, chance nodes, and utility nodes, respectively, in the LIMID, and the column labeled "SG" gives the size of the optimal strategy graph measured as the total number of AND and OR nodes it contains. The remaining columns measure the efficiency of the search algorithm. The column labeled "Pruned" gives the number of times a branch of the AND/OR graph was pruned in solving the LIMID, the column labeled "Merged" gives the number of times two OR nodes were merged, and the column labeled "Time" gives the time needed to solve the problem. Table 1 shows results for the maze navigation problem of Section 2.2 when the number of stages is varied from two through ten. The LIMIDs for this problem satisfy the regularity assumption (there is one decision node per stage), but not the no-forgetting assumption (observations are not remembered after the current stage). Of the total number of branches pruned, approximately 40% are pruned based on bounds; the remaining 60% are pruned because the probability of the branch is zero. Table 2 shows results for a finite-horizon DEC-POMDP that represents cooperative multiagent decision making under uncertainty [12] . In this problem, there are two doors, one on the left and one on the right, and two agents. Behind one door is a tiger and behind the other is treasure. Each agent has a choice of three actions: it can open a door on the left or right, or it can listen for the tiger. If an agent hears the tiger behind one of the doors, the tiger is actually there with probability 0.85. At each stage, the agents must each choose an action without knowing what the other agent will choose; thus the regularity assumption is not satisfied. Each agent remembers its previous actions and observations, but is unaware of the other agent's observations. The agents receive better rewards if they coordinate their actions: the reward for opening the door with treasure is greater is both agents open the door together, and the penalty for opening the door with the tiger is less severe if they open that door together. There is a small cost for the listen action. Table 2 shows results for this problem when the number of stages is varied from two through eight. Our algorithm solves the problem optimally for eight stages in less than an hour. The provably optimal solution reported in [18] is for up to four stages, found by dynamic programming [3] . For this search problem, there are no zero-probability branches. All branches are pruned based on bounds.
Maze navigation
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Randomly-generated LIMIDs
We also tested our algorithm on a set of randomlygenerated LIMIDs. The LIMIDs were created to have between 10 and 20 stages, with one decision node, one utility node, and between 3 and 6 chance nodes per stage. For each stage, half (and at least 2) of the nodes are selected to be information variables of the decision variable. The utility function for each stage is a function of the decision variable and two randomly-selected random variables from that stage, and potentially the decision variable from the previous stage. Once nodes are generated for all stages, we generate additional informational arcs as follows. For the decision variable of each stage k beginning from the second stage and continuing until the last stage, we add informational arcs from half (and at least 2) of the information variables of the previous stage, selected randomly. This method of adding informational arcs ensures that the no-recallingforgotten-information rule is satisfied. When adding arcs, we make sure that chance nodes with no children become the information variables for the decision node first so that there are no barren nodes. Each random and decision variable has from 2 to 4 states, and the probabilities for the random nodes are assigned from an uniform probability distribution. The utility values range from −20 to 20. Table 3 only shows results for a selection of LIMIDs for which the treewidth of the relaxed LIMID does not exceed 12. The LIMIDs solved are larger than those for the maze and tiger problems. For these randomly-generated LIMIDs, not all previous actions are remembered, which appears to make both duplicate detection and probabilistic inference using the incremental join tree algorithm faster. Table 3 : Results for randomly-generated LIMIDs.
Comparison to variable elimination
The state-of-the-art exact algorithm for solving LIMIDs is a recently-developed variable elimination algorithm called Multiple Policy Updating (MPU) [11, 10] . Although it is not possible to draw definite conclusions about relative performance without direct comparison, we can make some general comments. Like our branch-and-bound algorithm, the MPU algorithm avoids solving redundant decision scenarios by caching and reusing intermediate results. Our algorithm also uses bounds to prune decision scenarios before they are evaluated, however, and can prune zero-probability branches that represent impossible scenarios, and that may give it some advantage, similar to the advantage that the depth-first branch-and-bound algorithm for solving traditional IDs has over other ID algorithms [24] . In reporting results for their variable elimination algorithm, Maua et al. [11, 10] report that it solves randomly-generated LIMIDs with up to 10 64 strategies and a treewidth bounded by 10. Our branch-and-bound algorithm solves randomly-generated LIMIDs with up to 10 152 strategies and a treewidth of up to 27. (The multi-agent tiger LIMID has 10 88 possible strategies and a treewidth of 38. The 10-stage maze problem has 10 156 possible strategies. The 7-stage maze LIMID has a treewidth of 31; we could not compute the treewidth for more stages than that.) Whereas the scalability of the MPU algorithm is limited by the treewidth of the LIMID, the scalability of the branchand-bound algorithm appears to be limited by the (usually smaller) treewidth of the relaxed LIMID, which is used to compute bounds and probabilities. In future work, we hope to better characterize the relative performance of these two approaches.
Conclusion
We have described a branch-and-bound AND/OR graph search algorithm that finds optimal strategies for LIMIDs, building on earlier work on solving traditional IDs using branch-and-bound search. The approach is especially effective for IDs that represent multistage decision problems.
The branch-and-bound approach performs well even though the bounds used in our implementation are quite simple. (They are equivalent to assuming perfect information.) The bounds can likely be significantly improved, allowing more pruning and faster search. We plan to implement improved bounds and evaluate the approach on a wider range of test problems. Our approach to determining the context of a decision node and merging duplicate OR nodes is also simple, and could potentially be improved, and it may also be possible to find more compact representations of an optimal strategy.
